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INTRODUCTION
The annual qualification review provides qualification–specific support and guidance to
centres. This information is designed to help teachers preparing to teach the subject and to
help candidates preparing to take the examination.
The reviews are published in September and take into account candidate performance,
demonstrated in both on demand and series examinations, over the preceding 12 months.
Global pass rates are published so you can measure the performance of your centre against
these.
The review identifies candidate strengths and weaknesses by syllabus topic area and
provides examples of good and poorer candidate responses. It should therefore be read in
conjunction with details of the structure and learning objectives contained within the syllabus
for this qualification found on the website.
The review also identifies any actual or proposed changes to the syllabus or question types
together with their implications.

PASS RATE STATISTICS
The following statistics are based on the performance of candidates who took this
qualification between 1 October 2007 and 30 September 2008.
Global pass rate

54.04%

Grade distributions
Pass
Credit
Distinction

14.77%
18.98%
20.28%

GENERAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
Strengths




style and presentation
time allocation (so far)
basic costing

Weaknesses



lack of knowledge of Level 1 and 2 topics explicitly required to progress to Level 3
written sections often unanswered or dealt with by stating knowledge not answering the
question
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TEACHING POINTS BY SYLLABUS TOPIC
Syllabus Topic 1: Levels 1 and 2 revisited
Candidates must be aware that all aspects of the Level 1 and 2 syllabuses are regularly
examined at Level 3.
The examiners expect candidates to be able to develop their knowledge of basic accounting
issues at the higher levels required at Level 3.
They are also very aware that other sections of the syllabus relate to Levels 1 and 2 - and
again more advanced questions will be set based on Level 1 and 2 topics.

Syllabus Topic 2: Valuation of stocks
Layout and clear logic are vital here.
It is likely questions will include a written section and may well be combined with other
syllabus topics (e.g.) valuation of fixed assets.

Syllabus Topic 3: Valuation of fixed assets
Similar comments as with syllabus topic 2.

Syllabus Topic 4: Partnerships
Candidates must do exactly as set and ensure they lay out in a clear and understandable
way. Questions will often test basic book-keeping as well as its application to partnerships.
Questions often link with other syllabus topics (e.g. Companies).

Syllabus Topic 5: Companies
This is a more technical area and candidates need to be aware of the importance of knowing
the precise logic behind areas explicit in the Level 3 syllabus.
Once again questions are likely to test basic book-keeping in combination with more testing
areas.

Syllabus Topic 6: Accounting for groups of companies
As this is a syllabus topic not covered at lower levels questions will not test more than what is
explicit in the Level 3 syllabus.
Any question is likely to revolve around the preparation of group accounts although
candidates may be asked only to calculate specific items for inclusion in group accounts.
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Syllabus Topic 7: Cash flow statements
Similarly to syllabus topic 6 this is a syllabus topic not covered at lower level.
As with syllabus topic 6 any question is likely to revolve around the preparation of cash flow
statements or the calculation of specific items (as sections) for inclusion in cash flow
statements.

Syllabus Topic 8: Accounting ratios
All ratios examinable at Level 2 are highly likely to be examined again here.
Candidates are likely to be asked to interpret and discuss ratios (especially those tested at
lower levels).
Questions are likely to involve more than just routine calculation of ratios.

Syllabus Topic 9: Budgetary control
Cash budgets must be laid out in a clear way showing opening and closing balances clearly.
Budget trading and profit and loss and balance sheets should be prepared in the same way and using the same double entry principles, as actual profit and loss accounts and balance
sheets.

Syllabus Topic 10: Introduction to decision making
As this syllabus topic is not covered at the lower levels, the items in the syllabus will be
explicitly tested. The way in which the topic is tested will vary from time to time so centres
should ensure that their candidates have a through understanding of the topic and not just
used to questions being set in a particular way.

Syllabus Topic 11: Concepts and accounting framework
Questions are likely to be written but the examiners
(i)
(ii)

are unlikely to set a complete question on this section
understand that English is not the first language of many candidates and bear
this in mind in marking.
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FURTHER GUIDANCE





layout of questions is of vital importance
workings where necessary must be provided. A wrong number with no workings will
not score any marks. A wrong number with workings can score a reasonable number
of the marks allocated.
Candidates must allocate time correctly, both between questions and within sections of
questions.
Written sections must be attempted. Candidates answering what is set, not just putting
down random facts.
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EXAMPLES OF CANDIDATE RESPONSES
Question 1 in the Series 3 2008 can be used to illustrate the type of responses given by
various categories of candidate

QUESTION 1
Wool and Looe are in partnership sharing profits in the ratio 4:3 respectively after allowing for
a salary of £3,000 per year for Wool. The following Trial Balance has been extracted at the
end of the six month period ended on 31 March 2008:
£
37,000

Fixed assets – cost
accumulated depreciation
Stock at 1 October 2007
Debtors
Provision for doubtful debts
Bank
Cash
Creditors
Prepayments
Accruals
Sales
Purchases
Distribution costs
Administrative expenses
Partners’ accounts – Wool
Looe

£
15,000

12,300
9,750
1,200
2,100
800
4,750
425
380
112,300
78,100
12,100
9,200
______
159,675

14,175
9,770
159,675

The following additional information is available:
(1) Stock at 31 March 2008 cost £14,100
(2) Bad debts (to be charged to administrative expenses) of £150 are to be written off and
the provision for doubtful debts adjusted to 6% of debtors
(3) Depreciation is to be charged at 20% per year, on a straight-line basis, on fixed assets
costing £25,000. Depreciation is to be charged at 30% per year, on a reducing balance
basis, on the remaining fixed assets which have accumulated depreciation of £4,800. All
depreciation is to be charged to administrative expenses
(4) Prepaid distribution costs have been overstated by £140 and accrued administrative
expenses have been understated by £180
(5) Cheques totalling £520 were sent out before 31 March 2008, but not recorded. Of this
amount £300 is for distribution costs and the remainder for administrative expenses.
These expenses have not been included in accruals.
REQUIRED
(a) Prepare the Trading, Profit and Loss and Appropriation Account of the partnership for
the six months ended 31 March 2008 and a Balance Sheet at that date.
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Wool and Looe are unhappy with the net profit calculated in (a) above. Wool suggests that
the easiest way to improve it would be to increase the value placed on stock at 31 March
2008. Looe is not convinced, suggesting that this change would reduce profit as well as not
being acceptable accounting practice.
REQUIRED
Briefly discuss whether or not Looe is correct.
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These answers were provided by candidates
FAIL RESPONSE
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Examiner comments






Neat
Good at scoring on easier marks
Some attempt at workings
Failure to be fully logical in book-keeping
No attempt at written section
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PASS RESPONSE
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Examiner comments






Neat
Good at scoring on easier marks
More substantial workings
More logical in book-keeping
Very little attempt at written section
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DISTINCTION RESPONSE
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Examiner comments






Neat and very logical
Very well set out
Clear precise workings
Accurate and correct book-keeping
Some attempt at written section
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